
All Inclusive Information 
Dear guest,
On behalf of the hotel management we would like to welcome you in our hotel and thank 
you for choosing Siva Grand Beach as your holiday destination , also we are delighted to 
provide  you with your all inclusive program.

Food
Breakfast
Shams Restaurant from 07:00 to 10:00
Amar Restaurant from 08:00 to 09:30
Lunch 
Shams Restaurant from 12:00 to 15:00
Pizza  
Pizza Corner at the Pool from 15:00 to 17:00
Snacks 
Pool Grill restaurant from 13:00 to 17:00
Le Terrace ice cream                                from 13:00 to 15:30
Le Terrace Waffles                                    from 15:30 to 17:00 
Sea Star Restaurant                                  from 12:00 to 15:00 (Sandwiches only)
Dinner 
Shams Restaurant from 18:00 to 21:00
Amar Restaurant from 18:00 to 20:30
Pool View (pre-reservation 1 day before) from 18:00 to 20:00 (Res. by Rest. Manager)
Drinks (All cocktail Drinks with local alcohol are all inclusive)
Bars
Le Terrace from 13:00 to 23:00
Beach House from 10:00 to 17:00
Pool Bar from 10:00 to 23:00
Sea Star restaurant from 10:00 to 22:00
Siva Lobby Bar from 17:00 to 23:30
Siva cocktail Bar from 17:00 to 00:00
Siva Pub Bar from 17:00 to 00:00
Siva Lobby Bar from 00:00 to 10:00 (Soft Drink only)
Note: (Extra food with payment available at Sea Star only)
The hotel bracelet must be worn on your wrist during the stay. Cash payment is not accepted in the hotel
outlets. Please return your keycard and bracelet to the reception upon check-out. Local soft and local alcoholic
drinks are all inclusive. Free WI-FI is available at the lobby area. (Fresh juices, Mini bar, room service, premium
and imported alcoholic drinks, Seafood Lunch in “Sea Star” are charged extra). Safety deposit box in the room is
free of charge. The hotel is not responsible for any valuables left outside the safe box . All indoor areas are Non-
Smoking areas. We kindly remind you that in all restaurants appropriate clothing must be worn. Sun beds
reservation is not allowed . We kindly ask our female guests to pay attention that staying topless at the beach
and pool area is prohibited due to the country culture.
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